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Nelson Mullins’ attorneys have deep experience litigating issues related to
pharmaceuticals and medical devices. We can help guide your institution
whether you are
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• a pharmaceutical company facing class action litigation
• a medical device manufacturer seeking to limit liability and avoid litigation through
risk management
• a drug company needing representation for MDL or state-coordinated proceedings
• a mass tort defendant considering innovative strategies to minimize medical lien
exposure, costs and liabilities
Representing pharmaceutical companies and medical device manufacturers
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Our attorneys are experienced in all phases of complex pharmaceutical litigation,
including individual cases, multiparty and multijurisdictional cases, class actions, MDL
proceedings, and state-coordinated proceedings. Our team has national and lead
counsel trial experience, and we have worked extensively with experts to simplify and
present complex scientific issues to juries. We also work with our pharmaceutical and
medical device clients to identify and manage risks in advance of litigation.
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Litigation for the complex world of pharma and medical devices
• Pharmaceutical product liability
• Personal injury cases
• Multijurisdictional and multi-district cases
• Mass tort and class action litigation
• Risk management and due diligence
• Electronic discovery risk mitigation
• Government affairs and legislative advocacy related to pharmaceutical liability
cases
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• Lien resolution and administration, including global repayment programs

Experience, scientific knowledge, and a solid understanding of the
pharmaceutical and medical device industry
Nelson Mullins has a wide breadth of experience in both the scientific and legal
aspects of medical litigation. Our attorneys understand the science behind the
products and the law behind the issues facing pharmaceutical and medical device
companies. Our litigators are well versed in case management, settlement, and trial
methods in this area. We have also worked with pharmaceutical and medical device
companies to develop mitigation strategies for product liability and regulatory risks
before a product launch or acquisition. Our team of attorneys, paralegals, e-discovery,
and scientific professionals offer a high level of knowledge of this industry, and we
apply that knowledge to helping our clients achieve their goals. Working in concert
with firm healthcare attorneys, we present unique solutions to challenging
circumstances, such as development and administration of nationwide mass tort
medical lien resolution programs with government and private payers.

Why Nelson Mullins?
• Recognized litigators who have likely done what you need before
• Deep understanding of the scientific and medical issues behind pharmaceutical litigation
• Efficient processes that are part of our DNA
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